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DIFFEOMORPHIC INVARIANTS OF

IMMERSED CIRCLES

BY

ROGER F. VERHEY

Abstract. The intersection sequences of a normal immersion form a complete

invariant for diffeomorphically equivalent normal immersions. Numerical invariants

and inequalities on numerical invariants are obtained using intersection sequences.

1. Introduction. A mapping/ from the oriented circle S1 into the oriented

plane Rz is called a regular immersion ifff e C1 and f'(t)=£0 for all /. An image

point /(/) is called a simple intersection point of / when f(t) has exactly two

preimages with the corresponding tangent vectors being linearly independent.

Whitney [6] introduced the concept of a normal immersion as a regular immersion

with a finite number of simple intersection points and with all other image points

having exactly one preimage. The work of Whitney [6] and Titus [4] shows that the

normal immersions are generic (dense and open) in the space of regular immersions

with the usual C ̂ topology defined by

||/-g|| = max{\f(t)-g(t)\ + \f'(t)-g'(t)\}.
res1

In the paper of Titus, a foundation is laid for the systematic study of normal

immersions using relations between the simple intersection points embodied in a

combinatorial tool called an intersection sequence.

In this paper we continue the study of normal immersions using the com-

binatorial aspects of intersection sequences. In §2 we show that the set of distinct

intersection sequences of a normal immersion is a complete invariant for diffeo-

morphically equivalent normal immersions. In §3 we obtain an algorithm defined

on intersection sequences for computing the winding number of a normal im-

mersion with respect to an arbitrary point. This leads to a new proof of the fact

that the maximum winding number (w max) and the minimum winding number

(w min) are numerical invariants for diffeomorphically equivalent normal im-

mersions. §4 contains the inequality 0(f) ä 2(w max (f) — w min (/)) where 0(f) is

the order of the normal immersion /. §5 contains the results on subloops of a

normal immersion needed in the last two sections. In §6 we give an inductive proof
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of a result due to Whitney [6] which computes the tangent winding number t of a

normal immersion / from an intersection sequence of /. As a corollary we obtain

the fact that t is a numerical invariant. Also in §6, we obtain the inequality n(f)

ä 2w max (f) — r(f) — 1 where n(f) is the number of simple intersection points of /.

In §7 we show that w max (/)^(l/27r)y(/) where v is the total variation of /.

Corollaries of this are necessary conditions for a normal immersion to be simple

and classical results in function theory due to Umezawa [5] and Loewner [3]

concerning bounds on the valence of meromorphic functions.

2. Diffeomorphic equivalence and a complete invariant. Two normal immersions

/ and g are said to be diffeomorphically equivalent, written f~g, if there exists

sense-preserving diffeomorphisms y. S1 —> S1 and V :Rz-^-R2 such that g =

r o/o y on Sx. A mapping J5" defined on the space of normal immersions is said

to be an invariant if f~g implies that &r(f) = ^(g). An invariant mapping J5" is

said to be a complete invariant if ^(f) = ^(g) implies that f~g. The purpose of

this section is to demonstrate the following:

Theorem 2.1. The set of intersection sequences of a normal immersion is a complete

invariant.

Before proving this statement we shall make it precise by defining the inter-

section sequences of a normal immersion. Let/be a normal immersion represented

as the complex-valued function f(t)=f1(t) + if2(t). Let [/] denote the oriented

image of S1 under /. The outer boundary of /is the boundary of the unbounded

component of the complement of [/]. Let n be the number of simple intersection

points of/ and fix t0 such that f(ta) is on the outer boundary and is not a simple

intersection point. Since each simple intersection point has two distinct preimages,

there are 2n parameter values of/corresponding to the n simple intersection points.

Let xu x2, ■ ■ ■, x2n be these parameter values with t0 = x0<x1< ■ ■ ■ <x2n<x2n +i

= ?0 + 2tt. The intersection sequence of / with respect to t0, denoted by IS (/ t0)'

consists of

(1) the integers 0 through 2n+l,

(2) a fixed point free involution * defined on the integers 0 through 2n+l by

0* = 2n +1 and i*=j iff/fx,) ==/(x,), and

(3) a signing of the integers 0 through 2n+l, denoted by v(j), defined by

v(j) = sgn det [f'(Xi), fix,)] where i=j * for y'= 1,..., 2n and with v(0) = — v(2n +1)

being the sign of the determinant of the outward normal at f(t0) with f'(t0).

Normally we will write IS to denote an intersection sequence of / instead of the

more explicit notation IS (/, /0)- The only time we use the notation IS (/, /0) is

when the parameter value t0 is also used to determine an intersection sequence of a

different normal immersion in the same context. Moreover, since S1 is diffeo-

morphically equivalent to the interval [0, 2n+1] with the endpoints identified and

with the integer i corresponding to the parameter xh we shall often assume that

the domain of /is [0, 2n+1].
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As an example of an intersection sequence of a normal immersion consider the

normal immersion represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Since / has four simple intersection points, IS (/, t0) consists of the integers 0

through 9. The involution on and the signing of these integers is obtained by

traversing the oriented curve [/] starting at f(t0) and numbering the simple inter-

section points consecutively. Thus 1* = 6, 2* = 5, 3* = 8, 4* = 7, 0*=9 and v(0)

= -„(9)= + l, v(l)=-K6)= + l, v(2)=-K5)=-l, v(3)=-K8)=-l, K4)=
-KD-4-1.

For a given intersection sequence IS of a normal immersion / we define the

following relations on the integers j<j* in IS:

(1) jc-k iff k<j<j*<k*,

(2) jLk iff j<k<j*<k*,

(3) j Rk iff k<j<k*<j*, and

(4) j\k iff k<k* <j<j* or j<j* <k<k*.

Let /be a normal immersion and let p(f) be the collection of distinct intersection

sequences of/. Since the outer boundary of/ contains a finite number of simple

intersection points and since all points on the outer boundary between two simple

intersection points give rise to the same intersection sequence, we have that p(f)

is finite.

We now restate and prove Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.1. p is a complete invariant.

Proof. Suppose / and g are normal immersions with p(f) = p(g). Let IS (/ t0)

be an intersection sequence of / and let a be the diffeomorphism of S1 onto

[0, 2m+1] determined by this intersection sequence. Since p(f) = p(g), IS (/, t0) is

also an intersection sequence of g with respect to a parameter value t'0. That is,

IS (/ <o) = IS (g, to)- Let ß be the diffeomorphism of S1 onto [0, 2n + 1] determined

by the intersection sequence IS (g, t0). The diffeomorphism a-1 o ß of S1 into S1

is the required diffeomorphism y in the definition of diffeomorphically equivalent

normal immersions. The diffeomorphism T of R2 into R2 will be constructed using

the concept of a normal tubular neighborhood as defined by Francis [2, Chapter 6].
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Let h be a normal immersion of [0, 2n+ 1] into R2 and let e be a positive real

number such that h is Univalent on intervals of length less than 2e. Let D(e) =[ — e,e]

x [0,2» 4-1], Q={-e, e] x [i-e, i+e] for /= 1,..., In, and J(e) = D(e) -\J?2 x Q.

A normal tubular neighborhood (n.t.n.) of h is a C ^immersion H: D(e) -> R2 such

that

(1) H(0, t) = h(t),

(2) if i*=J and rtj is the rigid motion

rti: Uj    Q<: (*J4-Vj -> (K0». '+K/)*).

then Hj = Ht° ri} where Hj = H | and

(3) H is unipotent on J(e) (each point of H(J(e)) has exactly one preimage in

D(e)) and bipotent on □( for /= 1,..., 2n (each point of //(DO has exactly two

preimages in D(e)).

The existence of a n.t.n. for a normal immersion is the result of Chapter 6 of

Francis [2]. There also one will find the following properties of a n.t.n. H of a

normal immersion /; listed.

(1) H is an embedding of J(e).

(2) [Ht] and [H,] are identical or disjoint according as i* = j or i* #j respectively.

(3) If e' <e, then H restricted to D(e') is also a n.t.n. of h.

(4) H is Univalent on any strip [ — e, e] x [/ — e, t + e].

(5) H(J(e)) is disjoint from every [Ht].

Now let F be a n.t.n. of / on a domain Die^ and let G be a n.t.n. of g on a

domain Z>(e2). Select e<min (ex, e2). Then both F and G are normal tubular

neighborhoods on D(e). Since Fis unipotent on J(e) and bipotent on Dj, /'= 1,.. .,

2n, with F(\Z\i) = F([Z\j) iff i*=/, we consider the mapping / which is the restriction

of Fto the set / □ (e)=J(e) u (U*<i- □*)• Then / is a diffeomorphism of J □ (e)

onto [F]. Similarly, the restriction G of G to 7 □ (e) is a diffeomorphism onto [G].

Thus, G ° F'1 is a diffeomorphism of [F] onto [G].

Assuming that G°/_1 can be extended to a diffeomorphism of /?2 onto R2,

which we shall show presently, we now show that 6 ° F'1 is the required T in the

definition of diffeomorphically equivalent normal immersions. We work with the

elements (0, t) of D(e) and the diffeomorphisms a and ß determined in the first

paragraph of this proof.

(1) If (0, t)eJC\ (e), then F(0, t) = F(0, t)=fa~\t) and GF~lfa~\t) = G(0, /)

=gß-\t).
(2) If (0, 0 e D(e) -J\J (e), then (0, t) e Q. for some i< j* and/« "'(/) = Ft.(0, 0

=A1(.(0, 0-

Hence, GF-1fa-1(t) = Grii.(0, ?) = G/ii.(0, ?) = G.(0, 0=?/°_1(0-

From (1) and (2) it follows that for all t e [0, 2n+ 1], GF~lfa-1=gß-1. Thus, on

S\ GF-1fa-iß=g.

The diffeomorphism Go/"1 will be extended to a diffeomorphism of Ä2 into R2

by extending it to a diffeomorphism between each of the bounded components of
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the complement of [F] and the corresponding bounded component of the comple-

ment of [G] and finally to a diffeomorphism between the unbounded components.

Let Fa be a bounded component of R2— [F] and let r be a parametrization with unit

tangent vector of a smooth simple closed curve in [F] approximating the boundary

of Ftt. In addition the curve [r] is to be given the interior unit normal fringe. Since

[r] is in [F], GF_1(|>]) is a smooth simple closed curve in [G] approximating the

boundary of the component Ga corresponding to Fa. Moreover, the interior fringe

on [r] is carried into an interior fringe on [GF~1r]. By Lemma 7 of Francis [2],

there exist diffeomorphisms E and H of the disk D1 into R2 such that E \ S1 = r and

H\SX = GF~xr; in addition, the radial and tangential partials of E and H on S1

give the fringes and tangent vectors of [r ] and [GF " V ] respectively. Thus, H ° E ~1

is a diffeomorphism of [r] u Int [r] (Int = interior) onto [GF~1r] u Int [GF_1r]

which extends G ° F'1 to the component Fa. Thus, G°F_1 is extendable to a

diffeomorphism of [F] and the bounded components of R2— [F] onto [G] and the

bounded components of RZ—[G].

In order to finish the proof we must extend G ° / ~1 to a diffeomorphism between

the unbounded components of R2 — [F] and R2 — [G]. Let r be a parametrization of a

smooth simple closed curve in [F] approximating the boundary of the unbounded

component. In this case we take the exterior unit normal fringe on [r]. G ° F'1

maps [r] and its fringe onto a smooth simple closed curve [GF~xr] with an exterior

fringe. By Moebius transformations we reflect [r] and its fringe in a circle in the

interior of [r] and we reflect [GF~1r] and its fringe in a circle in its interior. In each

case smooth simple closed curves with interior fringes are obtained. By applying

Lemma 7 of Francis [2], we obtain a diffeomorphism B between these curves and

their interiors. The required diffeomorphism between [r] U ext [r] (ext = exterior)

and [GF~1r] u ext [GF~1r] which extends G°F~l is the composition of the

reflection of [r] in a circle interior to it with the diffeomorphism B with the inverse

of the reflection of [GF~1r] in a circle interior to it. Thus, G ° F'1 can be extended

to a diffeomorphism of R2 onto R2 and f~g.

It remains to show that if f~g, then p(f) = p(g). If f~g, then there exist sense-

preserving diffeomorphisms y. S1 —> S1 and r: R2 -> R2 such that g = V °f°y.

Thus, g(t0) is on the outer boundary of g ifff(y(t0)) is on the outer boundary of/;

g(xd=g(x,) iff/(y(x))=/(y(^)) and

sgn det tgXxi g'(Xj)] = sgn det [/'(y(xi)),/'(y(^))].

Thus, if IS (g, ?0) is an intersection sequence of g, then it is also an intersection

sequence for / with respect to y(t0) and vice-versa.

Corollary 2.1. If P(f) n P(g)¥=0, then p(f) = P(g).

Proof. If p(f) n p(g) # 0, then there is an intersection sequence of / which is

also an intersection sequence of g. By inspecting the proof of Theorem 2.1, we note

that/and g having identical intersection sequences was all that was needed to show

that/~g. Hence, p(f) = p(g).
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Corollary 2.2. Let n(f) denote the number of simple intersection points of f.

Then n is a numerical invariant.

Proof. Follows directly from the fact that p is a complete invariant.

Remark. A natural question that arises when one considers the intersection

sequences of a normal immersion is the question of realizability: Given the set of

integers 0 through 2n+\, a fixed point free involution * on these integers, and a

signing of these integers, v(j), such that v(J)= —v(j*), is there a normal immersion

which has this data for an intersection sequence? Francis [1] has given a construc-

tive algorithm on such data which always answers this question.

3. Maximum and minimum winding numbers. The winding number of a normal

immersion/ with respect to a point P not on [/], denoted by w(f P), is defined to

be the topological degree of the mapping (f(t)-P)l(\f(t)-P\) of S1 into S1. The

maximum (w max) and the minimum (w min) winding numbers of/are defined by

w max (/) = max w(f P),      w min (f) = min w(f P)

where the maximum and the minimum are taken over all points P not on [/].

For the points/(r) on [f], let w+(ff(t)) and w~(ff{t)) denote the larger and the

smaller winding numbers respectively of / about points near /(/) and not on [/].

Throughout this section we will assume unless stated otherwise that the domain of/

is the interval [0, 2/j+l] where n is the number of simple intersection points of /.

Theorem 3.1. Let f be a normal immersion with intersection sequence IS. Let u be

a nonintegral parameter value of f with integral part k.

(1) Ifk^X, then

w + (/,/(«))-w> + (/,/(0)) = w-(ff(u))-w-(ff(0)) =   2 */)■

(2) lfk = 0, then

*> + {f,f(u))-w + {fif{Q)) = w-(ff(u))-w-(ff(0)) = 0.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 will follow its corollaries and the statement of three

lemmas due to Whitney and Titus needed in its proof.

Corollary 3.1. Let fbea normal immersion and let IS be an intersection sequence

of f. Then

wmax(/)=  max ( 2   <j)) + w + (ff(0))

and

w min(/) =  min  (2        + w-(f,f(0)).
lä)cS2ri\lSiS(c /

lfn = 0, thenwmax(f) = w + (f,f(0)) and w min(/) = *-</,/(())).
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Proof. Since the proofs for w max (/) and w min (f) are similar, we will consider

only the proof for w max (/). Let P be a point such that w max (f) = w(f P) and

let u be a parameter value with integral part k such that f(u) is on the boundary

of the component of R2 — [f] containing P. If « = 0, then k = 0 and w max (/)

= w+(f,f(0)) by Theorem 3.1. If «>0, then by Theorem 3.1

n>max(/) = w(fP) =   2   "(7) + w+(/,/(0))

or w max(/) = w + (/,/(0)) according as k^l or k = 0 respectively. On the other

hand for each integer / in IS such that 1 ̂  / ̂  2n, there exists a point R such that

w(/;JR)=   2 "(y) + w+(/,/(0)).

Thus, since

max f 2  "CO) ̂ 0,

we have that

wmax(/)=   max (2  ^(J)) + w+(f,f(0)).

Corollary 3.2. w max and w min are numerical invariants.

Proof. Follows directly from Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 2.1.

Lemma 3.1 (Titus [4, p. 1085], or Whitney [6, p. 281]). Let f be a normal

immersion and let L and I2 be subintervals of S1.

(1) If [f\L] n [f\h] = 0, then there exists an e>0 such that whenever g is a

normal immersion with <e, [F] n [G] = 0 where F is f\Ix or g\L and G is

f\h or g\I2.

(2) If[f\L] intersects [f\I2] transversally in exactly one point, then there exists an

e>0 such that whenever g is a normal immersion with ||/— g \ <e, [F] intersects [G]

transversally in exactly one point where Fisf\L or g\L and G isf\I2 or g\I2. More-

over, if a,ce L and b,del2 with f(a) =f(b) and F(c) = G{d), then

sgn det [f'(a),f'(b)] = sgn det [F'(c), G'(d)].

Lemma 3.2 (Titus [4, p. 1086]). Given a normal immersion f and an e>0, there

exists normal immersions gx and g2 such that

(1) \f-8i\\<efor 1=1 or 2;

(2) gx is on the right of f (i.e., det [gx —f,f] >0) and g2 is on the left of f (i.e.,

det [g2-ff] <Q);and

(3) there exists a d>0 such that [f] n [gf] = 0 on [t — d, t + d]for all t and for

i= \ or 2.

Lemma 3.3 (Titus [4, p. 1085]). Let fbea normal immersion and let h be a C1-map

of[0, 1] into R2 such that h(0) and h(\) are not on [f] and such that [h] intersects [f]
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transversally in a finite number of points. Ifsgn (j) is the sign of the determinant off

with h' at the jth point of intersection, then

w(fh(l))-w(fh(0)) = JsgnC/)

where sum is taken over all intersection points of[f] with [h].

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Partition the interval [0, u] into a finite number of closed

segments so that each positive integer in the interval [0, u] is in the interior of

exactly one segment. Let I be a segment of this partition with 1° = [0, In +1 ] — I.

If I contains the positive integer j, then [/|/] intersects [f\I€] transversally in the

point f(j)=f(j*)- If /does not contain a positive integer, then [f\I] n [f\Ic] = 0.

Thus, by Lemma 3.1 parts (1) and (2), each segment of the partition determines an

e>0. Let ex be the minimum of the finite number of e's determined in this way.

With ex replacing the e of Lemma 3.2, we let g denote either of the normal im-

mersions g, or g2 and if necessary we subdivide the segments of the partition so that

each has length less than 2d where gu g2, and d are given in Lemma 3.2.

If / is the segment of the partition containing the positive integer /, then [f\I]

intersects [f\Ic] transversally in the pointf(j)=f(j*)- Thus, by Lemma 3.1 part (2),

[g\I] intersects [f\Ic] transversally in a point, g(c)=f(d), with sgn det [f'(d), g'(c)]

= sgn det [f'(j*),f'(j)] = v(j). Moreover, from Lemma 3.2 part (3), we have that

[g\I] n Lf\I] — 0- Thus, [g\I] intersects [f] transversally in exactly one point with

the sign of the determinant of/' with g' at this point being v(j). If /is a segment of

the partition which does not contain a positive integer, then [f\I] n [f\Ic] = 0. By

Lemma 3.1 part (1) and Lemma 3.2 part (3), we have that [g\I] ri [f] = 0- There-

fore, [g|[0, u]] intersects [/] in exactly k points, where k is the integral part of u,

with the sign of the determinant of/' with g' at the yth point being v(j). Thus, by

Lemma 3.3,

(1) Hf,g(u))-w(f,g(0))=   2 K/).

Into this equation substitute first gx and then g2 for g, equate left-hand sides, and

rearrange to obtain

w(f g2(u)) = w(f gl(0))- Sa(0)).

From this equation and the fact that gx and g2 are on opposite sides off, it follows

that if w + (ff(u)) = w(fgl(u)), then w + (f,f(0)) = w(f gl(0)) with *"(/,/(")) =

w(f g2(u)) and w~(ff(0)) = w(f g2(0)). Substituting these relations into equation

(1) gives the desired result. If w + (ff(u)) = w(f g2(u)), interchange gx and g2 in the

above relations and substitute in equation (1) to obtain the desired result.

4. Order. The order of a normal immersion f, denoted by 0(f), is defined to be

the maximum taken over all lines L in R2 of the number of times that L intersects

[/]•

Theorem 4.1. 0(f) & 2(w max (f) - w min (/)).
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Proof. Let P and Q be points such that w max (f) = w(f P) and w min (/)

= w(f, Q). Let L be the line joining P and Q and let R and 5 be points in the

unbounded component of R2 — [f] with RPQS being the order of the points on L.

If L intersects [/] in an infinite number of points, then the inequality is satisfied

since w(f P) and w(f Q) are finite. If L is a tangent line to [/] at some point, an

arc of [/] about that point can be replaced by another arc which does not have L

as a tangent line and which has no more intersection points with L than the original

arc. Thus, we assume that L intersects [/] transversally in a finite number of points.

We now apply Lemma 3.3 with h being a representation of the segments RP, PQ,

and QS successively to obtain:

(1) RP intersects [/] in at least w max (/) points,

(2) PQ intersects [/] in at least w max (f) — w min (f) points, and

(3) QS intersects [f] in at least - w min (f) points.

Therefore, L intersects [/] in at least 2(w max (f) — w min (/)) points.

It is easily seen that the order of a normal immersion is not a numerical invariant.

To define a numerical invariant in terms of the order of a normal immersion, let D

be an equivalence class of diffeomorphically equivalent normal immersions and

define the order of D by

0(D) = min 0(f).

Corollary 4.1. 0(D) ^ 2(w max (D) - w min (£>)).

Proof. Follows directly from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 4.1.

Remark. The inequalities in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 are the best possible

as seen by the figure eight and its associated equivalence class.

Corollary 4.2. Let fbe a complex polynomial of degree m such that/[S1 is an

immersion. Then w max (/'|S'1)^m.

Proof. From the density property of normal immersions we assume that /IS1

is a normal immersion. By Theorem 4.1 and the fact that/is analytic we have that

2wmax(/|5'1)^0(/|51). But /being a polynomial of degree m implies that

0(f\Sx)%\2m. Thus, w max (/S1)^ m.

5. Subloops. Because normal immersions have a finite number of simple inter-

section points, many statements can be proved using finite induction. To use the

induction hypothesis one "cuts" the normal immersion at one of its simple inter-

section points to obtain after modification two normal immersions each with less

simple intersection points than the original. We use this technique in studying the

tangent winding number and the total variation of a normal immersion in §§6 and 7.

The purpose of this section is to define and establish results for subloops of a

normal immersion.
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Let /be a normal immersion with «(/)>0 and let IS be an intersection sequence

of/. For each positive integer k<k* in IS define two mappings fk and fjk by

Mt)=f(t + k), 0£t&k*-k,

and

wiw) = At), oatak,
= f(t + k*-k),     k ^ t ^ 2n+l-k* + k.

The mapping/ is called the subloop of / determined by k and the mapping fjk is

called the complementary subloop of fk. Let fk and fjk denote the normal immer-

sions obtained from / and fjk respectively by smoothing their corners at /(0)

= (///c)(/c) and taking the parameter domain to be S1.

Theorem 5.1. Let f be a normal immersion with n(f) > 0 and with intersection

sequence IS. Let k<k* be a positive integer in IS and let u and v be parameter values

such that k—\<v<k and k* <u<k* +1. Then

Hf,f(v)) = w(fk,f(u)) = 2 "CO = 2 "CO-
]Lk iRk

If one of the sets      L k} or {j\j R k} is empty, set 2 "CO for that set equal to zero.

Proof. Since [/|[0, v]] intersects [/] in the points f(J)=fW*) where jLk with

sgn det [Mn, (/|[0, v\)'W)\ = sgn det [f'(j%f'U)] = "CO,

we have by Lemma 3.3 that

Hfk,Av))-*Wk,AO)) = 2 "CO-
jLk

Since /(0) is on the outer boundary of / and w(/ic,/(/)) = w(fk,f(v)), we have

wWk,Av)) = XiLkv(j). In a similar manner, replacing /|[0, v] by f\ [u, 2n + 1 ], we

have w(fk,f(u)) = J,jRk v(j). Finally, since f(u) and f(v) are in the same component

of R2 — [fk], we have that w(fk,f(u)) = w(fk,f(v)).

Corollary 5.1. Iff is a normal immersion with intersection sequence IS and

k<k* is an integer in IS, then 2k<;<k- "0) = 0-

Proof. Let j be an integer such that k<j<k*. If k<j<j* <k* or k<j* <j<k*,

then both v(j) and v(J*) are summands with v(j) + v(j*) = 0. Thus, it remains to

show that

2 "c0+  2   "o = o.
3* < k < j < k* k<j<k*< j*

But this is equivalent to showing that

-(2 kj))+2 "CO = o.
\j'Lk       I iRk

This follows from Theorem 5.1.
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We now restrict our attention to simple subloops of a normal immersion/ with

n(f) > 0. That is, we consider the positive integers k < k* in an intersection sequence

of / with the property that {j \ jc k) = 0. Since for each such positive integer k,

[fk] is an oriented Jordan curve, we have from Theorem 5.1 that 2itn "CO is ~ L 0,

or 1. A simple subloop fk of /is said to be

(a) positive exterior iff %Lk "C0 = 0 and v(k)= +1,

(b) negative exterior iff ~2JLk "C/) = 0 and v(k)= — I,

(c) positive interior iff 2Jlfc v(j)= +1, and

(d) negative interior iff XjLk "CO = — 1.

Note that these definitions are relative to an intersection sequence IS of the

normal immersion/.

Remark. Every nonsimple normal immersion has exterior simple subloops

since the smallest positive integer k in an intersection sequence such that fk is

simple has the property that the relation jLk is empty. Thus, if an intersection

sequence IS of a normal immersion/is properly nested (i.e., the relation jLk is

empty for all k), every simple subloop is exterior. Even if an intersection sequence

is not properly nested, it does not necessarily imply that there will be interior

simple subloops.

Corollary 5.2. Let fbe a normal immersion with intersection sequence IS. If fk

is a negative [positive] interior simple subloop of f then v(k)= +1 [v(k)= — 1].

Proof. Since the proof for / being a positive interior simple subloop is similar

to the proof for fk being a negative interior simple subloop, we will consider only

the case where fk is a negative interior simple subloop. Let u and v be parameter

values such that k— \ <u<k<v<k+\. From Theorem 3.1, we have

w + (//(r))-w+(//(0)) =   2 "0")

and

"+(/,/(M))-w+(/,/(o» =   2 "CO-

Subtracting the second equation from the first we have

w + (ff(v))-w+(ff(u)) = v(k) - ±1.

Since 2>tk "C0 = — 1, we have by Theorem 5.1 that w(fk,f(u))= — 1. Thus, [/] is a

negatively oriented Jordan curve and a point P near f(v) such that w+(ff(v))

= w(/ P) is in the exterior of [/]. Also,/(w) and the points Q near f(u) such that

w+(f,f(u)) = w(f> Q) are in the interior of [/]. Hence, w(f P) > w(f Q) and

Ak) = w+{fAv))-w+{ff{u)) = w{fP)-w{f 0=+l.

Corollary 5.3. Let f be a normal immersion with intersection sequence IS and

let fk be a simple subloop of f. Let <pk be the oriented angle from f'{k*) to f'(k) and

let tfik be the change in a continuous branch of arg/'(0 on me interval [k, k*]. If fk
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is a positive or negative interior simple subloop, then \>/>k\ = 2tt + \<pk\. If fk is a

positive or negative exterior simple subloop, then \ifik\ =2tt— \<pk\.

Proof. Iffk is a positive interior simple subloop, then [fk] is a positively oriented

Jordan curve and <(ik + <pk = 2-n. But the angle <pk is negative since v(k) = — 1 from

Corollary 5.2. Hence, 0fc = 27r + \<pk\. Iffk is a negative interior simple subloop, then

[fk] is a negatively oriented Jordan curve and </>k + <pk = — 2-n. In this case v(k)= +1

and <pk is positive. Hence, tf>k= —(2tt+ \<pk\). The results for fk being a positive or

negative exterior simple subloop follow in a similar fashion.

Corollary 5.4. Let fbe a normal immersion with intersection sequence IS. If all

the simple subloops of f determined by IS are positive exterior and there exist at

least two simple subloops, then there exist two disjoint simple subloops {i.e., their

image curves have no points in common).

Proof. Let i and j be the first two integer parameter values such that/ and f

are simple subloops. Assuming i<j, we have either i<i* <j<j* or i<j<i* <j*.

In the first case, [/] n [f] = 0; for, if not, there exists an integer k such that

i<k<i* <j<k* <j* which contradicts the fact that / is the second integer such

that fj is simple.

We will now show that the case i<j<i* <j* is impossible. Let u and v be

parameter values such that j* — 1 < u </* < v <j* +1 and let P=f(v) and Q =/(«).

Since/ and/ are positive exterior, v(i) = v(j)= +1. Thus, replacing the mapping h

in Lemma 3.3 by f\[u, v] and the normal immersion /by/, we have

w(ft,P)-w(fi, Q) = »(;*) = -i-

Thus, P is in the exterior and Q is in the interior of [/]. Now let r be a parameter

value such that i* <r<i* +1. Since/ is a positive exterior simple subloop, we have

by Theorem 5.1 that the point R=f(r) is in the exterior of [/]. Thus, since

i*<r<u<j* with f(r) in the exterior and f(u) in the interior, there is an integer

parameter value k such that i<k<i* <r<k* <u<j*. If i<k<j<i* <k* </*,

then j is not the second parameter value such that / is a simple subloop. If

i<j<k<i* <k* </*, then / is not a simple subloop. Hence, it is impossible that

i<j<i* <j*.

6. Tangent winding number. The tangent winding number t of a normal

immersion/is defined to be the topological degree of the Gauss map f'(t)l\f'(t)\

of S1 into S1. In Theorem 6.1 we give a proof based on the ideas developed in

§5 of a result due to Whitney [6] which computes t(/) from an intersection sequence

of /. As a corollary we obtain the fact that t is a numerical invariant. Next we

obtain a result which computes the tangent winding number of a subloop using the

intersection sequence which determines that subloop. Finally we obtain the

inequality «(/) ä 2w max (/) — t(J) — 1.
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Lemma 6.1. Let fbea normal immersion with n(f) > 0 and with intersection sequence

IS. Ifk is a positive integer in IS with k<k*, then t(/^) + t(///<) = t(/).

Proof. Let Arg/'(0 denote a continuous branch of arg/'(0 ar>d let Aa b Arg/'(0

denote the change in Arg/'(0 from a to b. Let <pk be the oriented angle from f'(k*)

to f'(k). Then

2"T(fk) = 9>fc+Afcik. Arg/'(0

and

2nr(flk) = A0,fcArg/'(0 + (-9*) + V2» + i Arg/'(r).

Thus, 27rr(/fc) + 2rrr(//^) = 2rrT(/).

Theorem 6.1. Iff is a normal immersion and IS (f t0) is an intersection sequence

off, then t(/) = 2j<>. </)•

Proof. The proof will be by induction on «(/). If n{f) = 0, then t(/) is +1 or — 1

according as [/] is a positively or negatively oriented Jordan curve. But the orienta-

tion of [/] is given by v{0). If "(0)= + 1, then w + (ff(0))= +1 and [f] is positively

oriented. If "(0)= — 1, then w+(ff(0)) = 0 and [f] is negatively oriented.

If «(/) > 0, let k be the first integer such that fk is a simple subloop. Let u and v be

parameter values such that k—\<u<k<k*<v<k* + \. By Theorem 5.1 and the

fact that {j\jL k} = 0, we have

w{fk,f{u)) = w(fk,f(v)) = 2 "CO = 2 "CO = °-
iLk IRk

From this it follows that f(u) and f(v) are in the unbounded component of R2 — [fk]

and that [fk] is positively or negatively oriented according as v(k) is +1 or — 1

respectively. Thus, r{fk) = v(k). The normal immersion fjk has an intersection

sequence IS {fjk, t0) which is equivalent to the subset SIS (/, /0) of IS (/, t0)

obtained by deleting the integers j and /* such that j Lk,j R k, or j=k (i.e., there

is a 1-1 correspondence between the integers in IS {fjk, t0) and the integers in

SIS (/, t0) which preserves order, the involution *, and the signing of the integers).

Thus, by the induction hypothesis, we have

r(flk) = 2 "CO     (J e SIS {f t0) and j < j*).

By Lemma 6.1 and the fact that ^jLk v(J) = JijBk v(j) = 0, we have

r{f) = <fk) + r{fjk)

= •#)+ 2 "C0+1 "C0+ 2 </)
JeSIS jLk IRk

= 2 "CO 0-6lS(/,?0)and7-<7*).

Corollary 6.1. r is a numerical invariant.
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Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 6.1 and 2.1.

Remark. It is easily seen that r is not a complete invariant. However, t is a

complete invariant for regular homotopy as shown by the Whitney-Graustein

Theorem [6]. Francis [2] has shown that if r(f) = r(g), then there exists an im-

mersion with one fold defined on an annulus such that its restriction to the two

boundaries of the annulus are/ and g respectively.

Corollary 6.2. Let f be a normal immersion with n(f) > 0 and let IS (/ /0) be

an intersection sequence of f For each positive integer k < k*,

i<=k jLk

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we obtain a subset SIS (/ t0) of IS (/ t0)

equivalent to the intersection sequence IS (fjk, t0) by deleting the integers j and j*

such that,/=/<:, jLk, jR k, or j^k. From Theorem 6.1, we have

r(f) = 2 "CO     0'e IS (f> '°) and j < j*)

and

rtflk) = 2 "CO     0' e SIS (/ /„) and j < j*).

From these two equations and Lemma 6.1, we have

r(fk) - r(f)-r(flk) = v(k)+ 2 "CO + 2 2 "GO-
j<=k jLk

Theorem 6.2. Iff is a normal immersion, then n(f)^2w max(/) —t(/)— 1.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on «(/). If n(f) = Q, then w max (/) is + 1

or 0 according as t(/) is +1 or — 1 respectively. In either case the inequality is

satisfied.

If n(f) > 0, let k be the first integer in an intersection sequence IS of/ such that

fk is a simple subloop. Since {j\j L k} = 0,fk is either a positive or negative exterior

simple subloop of/. If/ is a positive exterior simple subloop, then r(/) = t(///c) +1

and «(/) ä n(Jjk) +1. Moreover, if P is a point such that w(f P) = w max (/), then

w max (/) = w(f P) = w(fk, P) + w(f/k, P) ^ w max (///c) +1.

From these inequalities and the induction hypothesis, we have

»CO ^ n(f/k)+l =\ 2wmax(///c)-r(///c) ^ 2w max (/) - r(/) -1.

Similarly, if fk is a negative exterior simple subloop, we obtain the inequalities

t(/) = t(///c) -1, «(/) ^ n(flk) +1, and w max (/) ^ w max (f/k). These inequalities

together with the induction hypothesis yield the desired result.

Remark. It can be shown that if the inequality in Theorem 6.2 is an equality for

a normal immersion / then every intersection sequence of / is properly nested
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(i.e., the relations jLk and j Rk are empty for all k). Moreover, for each non-

negative integer m there is a normal immersion /such that n(f) = m and for which

the inequality of Theorem 6.2 is an equality.

7. Total variation. The total variation v of a normal immersion/is defined to

be the length of the Gauss map f'(t)j\f'{t)\ on S1. The purpose of this section is to

demonstrate the following theorem and to obtain necessary conditions that a

normal immersion be simple.

Theorem 7.1. If f is a normal immersion, then w max(/)5[ \j2iT-v{f) with strict

inequality iff has inflection points.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on «(/). If n(f) = 0, then w max (/)

<; |t(/)| ^(1/2tt)j;(/) with strict inequality if /has inflection points. If n(f)>0 and

IS is an intersection sequence of/, let vijk(f) denote the total variation of/ on the

interval [/ k]. Let <pk and <jik be as defined in Corollary 5.3. We consider three cases.

Case 1. There exists a positive integer k < k* in 75 such that/ is either a positive

or negative interior simple subloop of / Thus, by Corollary 5.3, we have vkik.(f)

^ \ipk\ =2tt+ \<pk\. This together with the fact that v(flk) = v0_k(f) + \<pk\ +iv,2n + i(/)

yields the result that v(///c) + 2-n f£ v(f). Now, as in the proof of Theorem 6.2, we

have

w max (/) ^ w max (///c) +1.

From the last two inequalities and the induction hypothesis we have

w max (/) ^ w max Ulk)+\ ^ (\ß*)v(Jlk)+\ ^ (\l2n)v(f).

If/has inflection points, then either w max (///c)<(l/27r)i;(///c) or vk k.(f)> \tj)k\.

Case 2. There exists a positive integer k<k* in IS such that fk is a negative

exterior simple subloop. By Corollary 5.3 and the fact that 0< \ tpk\ <tt, we have

Hkl > \<Pk\- By an argument similar to that used in Case 1, we have v(flk)<v(f).

This together with the induction hypothesis and the fact that w max (/) £ w max (///c),

yields the result w max (/) < (1 /2ir)v(f).

Case 3. All simple subloops of/are positive exterior. If/has at least two simple

subloops, then there exists two disjoint simple subloops by Corollary 5.4. Thus,

there exists a positive integer k < k* in IS such that w max (/) = w max (///c). From

this and the induction hypothesis, we have w max (f)<(\/2Tr)v(f). Assume that /

has exactly one simple subloop fk. Let u be a parameter value such that k < u < k +1.

By Theorem 3.4,

(i) h,+(//(m))-w+(//(0)) - 2 KZ)-
l = f$k

Since/ is the only simple subloop of/ we have that k* = k+l and that j=k or

k^j for all integers j<j* in IS. From Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2, we have

(2) r(f) =  2 "GO =    2   "C0 + K0) = rUj + viO).
)<>' ISfSk
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If w max CO = w + (f f(u)) and v(0) = +1, then

wmax(/)S   ^  "0") + l from(l)

S r(f)   from (2)

£ (l/2ir)oCO

with strict inequality if /has inflection points. If u> max (/) = w + (/,/(k)) and

k(0)= -l, then

w max (/) <   2   "CO   fr°m (I)

S r(/)   from (2)

g (l/2«MA) ^ (l/2rr)l</).

If w max (/)> w+(//(«)), then

w max CO = w max (///<) g (\ßn)ü{fk) < (\ßn)v(f).

Remark. As a corollary of this result one obtains the function theoretic result

due to Umezawa [5] that if F(z) is meromorphic on \z\ g l and F'(z)^0 on S1,

then the number of preimages of a point is less than or equal to (l/27r)t;(F|51)

plus the number of poles of F.

To obtain a numerical invariant, let D be an equivalence class of diffeomorphically

equivalent normal immersions and define the total variation v of D by v(D) =

ilH%B V(f).

Corollary 7.1. w max (D)^OI2n)v(D).

Proof. Follows directly from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 7.1.

Remark. The figure eight and its associated equivalence class is an example of a

situation where one has strict inequality in Theorem 7.1 for each element of the

equivalence class and equality in Corollary 7.1. Also, it seems geometrically clear,

particularly in the cases where the intersection sequences are properly nested, that

v(D) is a multiple of n.

Corollary 7.2. If f is a normal immersion, then

(1) \w(f P)\^(1/2^X0 f°r al1 P°ints p not on iß and

(2) v(f)^2-rr with strict inequality if n(f)>0.

Proof. In order to show that \w(f P)\ ^(1/2tt)/;(/) for all points P not on [/],

it suffices to show that \w min (/)| ^(l/2-rr)y(/). This inequality is obtained by

reversing the orientation of / and applying Theorem 7.1.

The fact that e(/)ä2w follows directly from the fact that \w(fi P)\ Z(\ßir)v{f)

for all points P not on [/]. To obtain strict inequality when n(/)>0, we use the

fact that the total variation of / on a simple subloop is greater than -n. If /has two

simple subloops, then the sum of the total variation on each is greater than 2-n.
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If /has one simple subloop, then the sum of the total variation of / on it and the

total variation of/on the interval [1*, 2n +1] u [0, 1] is greater than 2n.

Corollary 7.3. Iff is a normal immersion with |r(/)| 1 and no inflection points,

then f is simple.

Proof. Since /has no inflection points, v(f) = 2tt|t(/)| ^2tt. Thus, by Corollary

7.2 part (2), v(f) = 2n and «00 = 0.

Corollary 7.4. Iff is a normal immersion with t(/) = 1, v(f) 5 4-rr, and w(f P) S 0

for all P not on [/], then f is simple.

Proof. Assume «(/)>0 and let IS be an intersection sequence of/. By Corollary

3.1 and the fact that w(f P)SO for all points P not on [f], we have that v(0) = v(l)

= + 1 and that w max (/) ä 2. By Theorem 7.1 and the fact that t(/) = 1, we obtain

the fact that v(f) # 2tt ■ t(/) and thus that/has inflection points. But then by Theorem

7.1, we have that v{f)>4-n which contradicts the hypothesis that v(f)^4-rr.

Remark. The following three curves show the necessity of each of the hypothesis

of Corollary 7.4.
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